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Self Adaptive Contention Aware Routing
Protocol for Intermittently Connected Mobile

Networks
Ahmed Elwhishi, Pin-Han Ho, K. Naik, and Basem Shihada

Abstract—This paper introduces a novel multi-copy routing protocol, called Self Adaptive Utility-based Routing Protocol (SAURP),
for Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) that are possibly composed of a vast number of devices in miniature such as smart phones
of heterogeneous capacities in terms of energy resources and buffer spaces. SAURP is characterized by the ability of identifying
potential opportunities for forwarding messages to their destinations via a novel utility function based mechanism, in which a suite of
environment parameters, such as wireless channel condition, nodal buffer occupancy, and encounter statistics, are jointly considered.
Thus, SAURP can reroute messages around nodes experiencing high buffer occupancy, wireless interference, and/or congestion, while
taking a considerably small number of transmissions. The developed utility function in SAURP is proved to be able to achieve optimal
performance, which is further analyzed via a stochastic modeling approach. Extensive simulations are conducted to verify the developed
analytical model and compare the proposed SAURP with a number of recently reported encounter-based routing approaches in terms
of delivery ratio, delivery delay, and the number of transmissions required for each message delivery. The simulation results show that
SAURP outperforms all the counterpart multi-copy encounter-based routing protocols considered in the study.

Index Terms—Encounter-based Routing, DTN.

F

1 INTRODUCTION

Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) [1] is characterized by
the lack of end-to-end paths for a given node pair for
extended periods, which poses a completely different
design scenario from that for conventional mobile ad-
hoc networks (MANETs) [13]. Due to the intermittent
connections in DTNs, a node is allowed to buffer a
message and wait until the next hop node is found
to continue storing and carrying the message. Such a
process is repeated until the message reaches its destina-
tion. This model of routing is significantly different from
that employed in the MANETs. DTN routing is usually
referred to as encounter-based, store-carry-forward, or
mobility-assisted routing, due to the fact that nodal
mobility serves as a significant factor for the forwarding
decision of each message.

Depending on the number of copies of a message
that may coexist in the network, two major categories
of encounter-based routing schemes are defined: single-
copy and multi-copy. With the single-copy schemes [5],
no more than a single copy of a message can be carried
by any node at any instance. Although simple and
resource efficient, the main challenge in the implemen-
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tation of single-copy schemes lies in how to effectively
deal with the interruptions of network connectivity and
node failures. Thus, single-copy schemes have been
reported to seriously suffer from long delivery delays
and/or large message loss ratio. On the other hand,
multiple-copy (or multi-copy) routing schemes allow the
networks to have multiple copies of the same message
that can be routed independently and in parallel so as to
increase robustness and performance. It is worth noting
that most multi-copy routing protocols are flooding-
based [3], [4] that distribute unlimited numbers of copies
throughout the network, or controlled flooding-based
[20], [7] that distribute just a subset of message copies,
or utility-based approaches [2] that determine whether
a message should be copied to a contacted node simply
based on a developed utility function.

Although improved in terms of performance, the
previously reported multi-copy schemes are subject to
the following problems and implementation difficulties.
First, these schemes inevitably take a large number of
transmissions, energy consumption, and a vast amount
of transmission bandwidth and nodal memory space,
which could easily exhaust the network resource. Sec-
ond, they suffer from contention in case of high traffic
loads, when packet drops could result in a significant
degradation of performance and scalability. Note that
the future DTNs are expected to operate in an envi-
ronment with a large number of miniature hand-held
devices such as smart phones, tablet computers, personal
digital assistants (PDAs), and mobile sensors. In such a
scenario, it may no longer be the case that nodal contact
frequency serves as the only dominant factor for the
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message delivery performance as that assumed by most
existing DTN literature. Therefore, limitations on power
consumption, buffer spaces, and user preferences should
be jointly considered in the message forwarding process.

To cope with the above-mentioned deficiency, a family
of multi-copy schemes called utility-based controlled
flooding [15], [21], [14], [12] has been proposed. The
class of schemes generate only a small number of copies
to ensure that the network is not overloaded with the
launched messages. Although being able to effectively
reduce the message delivery delay and the number
of transmissions, most of the utility-based controlled
flooding routing schemes in literature assume that each
node has sufficient resources for message buffering and
forwarding. None of them, to our best knowledge, has
sufficiently investigated how the protocol should take
advantage of dynamic network status to improve the
performance, such as packet collision statistics, wireless
link conditions, nodal buffer occupancy, and battery
status. Note that the nodal buffer status could serve as an
indicator how much the opportunity cost is by accepting
a forwarded message, while the channel condition is
an indicator how likely the contact could be an eligible
one; or in other words, how likely a message can be
successfully forwarded during the contact. They are
obviously essential parameters to be considered in the
utility function.

With this in mind, we introduce a novel DTN routing
protocol, called Self Adaptive Utility-based Routing Pro-
tocol (SAURP), that aims to overcome the shortcomings
of the previously reported multi-copy schemes. Our
goal is to achieve a superb applicability to the DTN
scenario with densely distributed hand-held devices.
The main feature of SAURP is the strong capability in
adaptation to the fluctuation of network status, traffic
patterns/characteristics, user encounter behaviors, and
user resource availability, so as to improve network
performance in terms of message delivery ratio, message
delivery delay, and number of transmissions.

The contributions of the paper are as following
• We develop a novel DTN routing scheme which

incorporates with some parameters that have not
been jointly considered in the literature. The param-
eters include link quality/availability and buffer oc-
cupancy statistics, which are obtained by sampling
the channels and buffer space during each contact
with another node.

• We introduce a novel transitivity update rule, which
can perfectly match with the proposed routing
model and the required design premises.

• We introduce a novel adaptive time-window update
strategy for maintaining the quality metric function
at each node, aiming at an efficient and optimal de-
cision making process for each active data message.

• An analytical model is developed for the proposed
SAURP, and its correctness is further verified. We
show via extensive simulations that the proposed
SAURP can achieve significant performance gain

over the previously reported counterparts under the
considered scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides a review of the related work. Section III
describes the proposed SAURP in detail. Then, Section
IV analyzes the proposed SAURP by coming up with an
analytical model for the delivery ratio and end-to-end
message delivery delay. Section V provides the simula-
tion results and comparisons with the counterparts. In
Section VI, we conclude the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Most (if not all) previously reported encounter-based
routing schemes have focused on nodal mobility, which
has been extensively exploited as the dominant factor
in the message forwarding decision. Those schemes con-
tributed in the context of introducing new interpretations
of the observed node mobility in the per-node utility
function. Spyropoulos et al. in [6], [12] developed rout-
ing strategies that use different utility routing metrics
based on nodal mobility statistics, namely Most Mobile
First (MMF), Most Social First (MSF), and Last Seen
First (LSF). Nelson et al. [29] proposed an enhanced
version of MSF by taking the number of message replicas
transferred during each contact in proportion to the per-
node utility function, which is in turn determined by
the evolution of the number of nodal encounters during
each time-window. Lindgren et al. in Jones et al. in
[19] introduced a novel utility function for DTN routing
by manipulating the minimum expected inter-encounter
duration between nodes. Ling et al. in [23] designed a
feedback adaptive routing scheme based on the influence
factors solely determined by the node mobility, where
a node with higher mobility is given a higher factor,
and messages are transmitted through nodes with higher
influence factors.

Lindgren et al. in [2] introduced a DTN routing
scheme which predicts encounter probability between
nodes. Burgess et al. in [38] introduced a routing pro-
tocol which bases its decisions on whether to transmit
or delete a message on the path likelihood. The path
likelihood metric is based on historic information of the
number of encounters between nodes. Y. Liao et al. in
[37] introduced a routing scheme that combines erasure-
coding with an estimation routing scheme and selec-
tively distributes messages blocks to relay nodes. The
decision of forwarding a message depends on the contact
frequency and other factors such as buffer occupancy,
and available battery power level.

Balasubramanian et al. in [22] introduced a routing
scheme as resource allocation. The statistics of available
bandwidth and the number of message replicas currently
in the network are considered in the derivation of the
routing metric to decide which message to replicate
first among all the buffered messages in the custodian
node. The derivation of the routing metric, nonetheless,
is not related to buffer status. Along the similar line
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of research, Khrifa et al. in [43] proposed a forwarding
and dropping policy for a limited buffer capacity. The
decision under this policy is made based on the value
of per-message marginal utility. This policy nonethe-
less was designed to suit homogeneous nodal mobility.
Lee et al. in [39] introduced a comprehensive routing
scheme as resource allocation that jointly optimizes link
scheduling, routing, and replication. This framework
allows the developed solutions to be adaptive to various
network conditions regarding nodal interferences and
connections/disconnections. Tan et al. in [36] introduced
a routing strategy based on calculating the expected end-
to-end path length as a metric in forwarding messages
mainly based on the reciprocal of the encountering
probability. It is defined as the expectation of message
transmission latency through multi-hop relays.

Another scheme called delegation forwarding was
introduced in [14], where a custodian node forwards a
message copy to an encountered node if the encountered
node has a better chance to “see” the destination. The
key idea is that a custodian node (source or relay)
forwards a message copy only if the utility function
(represented by the rate of encounters between node
pairs) of the encountered node is higher than all the
nodes so far “seen” by a message, and then current
custodian will update its utility value of that message to
be equal to that of the encountered node. Spyropoulos
et al. in [6] propsed routing scheme called Spray and
Focus, which is characterized by addressing an upper
bound on the number of message copies (denoted as L).
In specific, a message source starts with L copy tokens.
When it encounters another node B currently without
any copy of the message, it shares the message delivery
responsibility with B by transferring L/2 of its current
tokens to B while keeping the other half for itself. When
it has only one copy left, it switches to a utility forward-
ing mechanism based on the time elapsed since the last
contact. This scheme has proven to significantly reduce
the required number of transmissions, while achieving
a competitive delay with respect to network contentions
such as buffers space and bandwidth.

Some studies have investigated the impact of hu-
man mobility and their social relations on the routing
algorithms [32], [33], [34], [35], [31], [17], [41], lead-
ing to a class of social network based message for-
warding schemes. With these schemes, the variation in
node popularity and the detectability of communities
are employed as the main factors in the forwarding
decisions. Bubble-rap [34] is a representative protocol
by considering the importance of individuals in a social
network for making the message forwarding decision.
Mosli et al. in[17] introduced a DTN routing scheme
using utility functions calculated from an evaluation of
context information. The derived cost function is used
as an assigned weight for each node that quantifies its
suitability to deliver messages to an encountered node
regarding a given destination. Other schemes are based
on content-based network service [40] as a novel style

of communication that associates source and destination
pairs based on actual content and interests, rather than
by letting the source to specify the destination.

Although previously reported studies such as [6],
[7], [2], [14], [31], [22] have made great efforts in im-
proving the DTN routing techniques, they are subject
to various limitations in the utility function update
processes. The schemes such as [2], [38] that take the
number of encounters as the main factor in the message
forwarding decision, may suffer from multiple falsely
detected contacts. This happens when a node exhibits
an intermittent connection with another node, e.g., due
to a communication barrier. Further, a permanent or
quasi-permanent neighbor will cause the utility function
calculation invalid in message forwarding. For example,
if node A and B remain in the transmission range of
each other for a long period without disconnection, there
will be only one contact counted between the two nodes
irrespective of the long duration of the contact. A routing
decision based on the number of contacts makes node B
a less suitable candidate for carrying a message from
node A than other nodes that have a larger number
of contacts, even though node B could actually be the
preferred candidate for carrying the messages.

Although the abovementioned schemes can capture
the mobility properties in order to come up with ef-
ficient forwarding strategy, they may not be able to
acquire accurate knowledge about network dynamics
and unpredicted contacts. More importantly, the channel
capacity and buffer occupancy status have never been
jointly considered in the derivation of utility functions
for hop-by-hop message forwarding. It is clear that these
two factors could only be overlooked/ignored when the
encounter frequency is low since the routing protocol
performance is dominated by node mobility, while the
network resource availability does not play an important
role. However, in the scenario that the nodal encounter
frequency is large and each node has many choices
for message forwarding in a short time, the network
resource availability is envisioned to serve as a critical
factor for performance improvement and should be uti-
lized in the derivation of utility functions.

Motivated by the above observations, this paper in-
vestigates encounter-based routing that jointly considers
nodal contact statistics and network status including
wireless channel condition and buffer occupancy. Our
goal is to reduce the delivery delay and the number
of transmissions under stringent buffer space and link
capacity constraints. This is a desired feature of a DTN
especially in the scenario where each mobile node is
hand-held device with limited resources.

3 SELF ADAPTIVE UTILITY-BASED ROUTING
PROTOCOL (SAURP)

The proposed SAURP is characterized by the ability
of adapting itself to the observed network behaviors,
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which is made possible by employing an efficient time-
window based update mechanism for some network sta-
tus parameters at each node. We use time-window based
update strategy because it is simple in implementation
and robust against parameter fluctuation. Note that the
network conditions could change very fast and make
a completely event-driven model unstable. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the functional modules of the SAURP architecture
along with their relations.

The Contact Statistics (denoted as CS(i)) refers to
the statistics of total nodal contact durations, channel
condition, and buffer occupancy state. These values are
collected at the end of each time window and used as
one of the two inputs to the Utility-function Calculation
and Update Module (UCUM). Another input to the
UCUM, as shown in Fig. 1, is the updated utility denoted
by 4T (i)

new, which is obtained by feeding 4T (i) ( the
inter-contact time between any node pair, A and B)
through the Transitivity Update Module (TUM). UCUM
is applied such that an adaptive and smooth trans-
fer between two consecutive time windows (from cur-
rent time-window to next time-window) is maintained.
4T (i+1) is the output of UCUM, and is calculated at the
end of current time window W (i). 4T (i+1) is thus used
in time window W (i+1) for the same tasks as in window
W (i).

Forwarding Strategy Module (FSM) is applied at the
custodian node as a forwarding decision making process
when encountering any other node within the current
time window based on the utility value (i.e., 4T (i)).

It is important to note that CS, TUM, FSM, and mes-
sage vector exchange are event-driven and performed
during each contact, while UCUM is performed at the
end of each time-window. The following subsections
introduce each functional module in detail.

3.1 Contact Statistics (CS)

To compromise between the network state adaptability
and computation complexity, each node continuously
updates the network status over a fixed time window.
The maintained network states are referred to as Contact
Statistics (CS), which include nodal contact durations,
channel conditions, and buffer occupancy state, and are
fed into UCUM at the end of each time window. The CS
collection process is described as follows.

Let two nodes A and B be in the transmission range
of each other, and each broadcasts a pilot signal per k
time units in order to look for its neighbors within its
transmission range. Let T(A,B), Tfree, and Tbusy represent
the total contact time, the amount of time the channel is
free and the buffer is not full, and the amount of time
the channel is busy or the buffer is full, respectively, at
node A or B during time window W (i). Thus, the total
duration of time in which node A and B can exchange
information is calculated as:

Tfree = T(A,B) − Tbusy (1)

Note that the total contact time could be accumulated
over multiple contacts between A and B during W (i).

3.2 Utility-function Calculation and Update Module
(UCUM)

UCUM is applied at the end of each time window and is
used to calculate the currently observed utility that will
be further used in the next time window. The two inputs
to UCUM in time window W (i) are: (i) the predicted
inter-contact time (4T (i)), which is calculated according
to the previous time-window utility (i.e., 4T (i)), as well
as an update process via the transitivity property update
(introduced in subsection 3.3), and (ii) the observed inter-
encounter time obtained from the current CS(i) (denoted
as 4T (i)

cs ).

3.2.1 Calculation of Inter-encounter Time (4T (i))

An eligible contact of two nodes occurs if the duration
of the contact can support a complete transfer of at least
a single message between the two nodes. Thus, in the
event that node A encounters B for a total time duration
Tfree during time window W (i), the number of eligible
contacts in the time window is determined by:

n(i)c =

⌊
Tfree
Tp

⌋
(2)

where Tp is the least time duration required to transmit
a single message. Let 4T (i)

cs(A,B) denotes the average
inter-encounter time duration of node A and B in time
W (i). Obviously, 4T (i)

(A,B) = 4T (i)
(B,A). We have the fol-

lowing expression for 4T (i)
cs(A,B):

4T (i)
cs(A,B) =

W (i)

n
(i)
c

(3)

4T (i)
cs(A,B) describes how often the two nodes en-

counter each other per unit of time (or, the encounter
frequency) during time window W (i) considering the
event the channel is busy or the buffer is full.

Thus, inter-encounter time of a node pair intrinsically
relies rather on the duration and frequency of previous
contacts of the two nodes than simply on the number of
previous contacts or contact duration. Including the total
duration of all the contacts (excluding the case when the
channel is busy or the buffer is full) as the parameter is
expected to better reflect the likelihood that nodes will
meet with each other for effective message exchange.

With this, the proposed routing protocol does not
presume any knowledge of future events, such as node
velocity, node movement direction, instants of time with
power on or off; instead, each node keeps network statis-
tic histories with respect to the inter-encounter frequency
of each node pair (or, how often the two nodes encounter
each other and are able to perform an effective message
exchange).
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Fig. 1. The SAURP Architecture

3.2.2 Time-window Transfer Update

Another important function provided in UCUM is for
the smooth transfer of the parameters between consecu-
tive time windows. As discussed earlier, the connectivity
between any two nodes is measured according to the
amount of inter-encounter time during W (i), which is
mainly based on the number of contacts (i.e., nc) and the
contact time (i.e., Tfree). These contacts and contact du-
rations may change dramatically from one time window
to the other and address significant impacts on the pro-
tocol message forwarding decision. Hence, our scheme
determines the next time window parameter using two
parts: one is the current time window observed statistics
(i.e., 4T (i)

cs ), and the other is from the previous time
window parameters (i.e., 4T (i)), in order to achieve a
smooth transfer of parameter evolution. The following
equation shows the derivation of4T (i+1) in our scheme.

4T (i+1) = γ.4T (i)
cs + (1− γ)4T (i) (4)

The parameter γ is given by

γ =
| 4T (i) −4T (i)

cs |

max(4T (i),4T (i)
cs )

, where4T (i)
, 4T (i)

cs > 0 (5)

If 4T (i)
cs > W , which happens if if n(i)c = 0, then

4T (i+1) = 2W

n
(i−1)
c

. This case represents a worst case
scenario, i.e. unstable node behavior, or low quality of
node mobility. Hence, the 4T (i+1) value should be low.

4T (i+1) represents the routing metric (utility) value
that is used as input to the next time window. This value
is maintained as a vector of inter-encounter time that is
specific to every other node, which is employed in the
decision making process for message forwarding.

3.3 The Transitivity Update Module (TUM)

When two nodes are within transmission range of each
other, they exchange utility vectors with respect to the
message destination, based on which the custodian node
decides whether or not each message should be for-
warded to the encountered node. With a newly received
utility vector, transitivity update [2] is initiated. We
propose a novel adaptive transitivity update rule, which
is different from the previously reported transitivity up-
date rules [2]. [6]. The proposed transitivity update rule

is characterized as follows: (1) it is adaptively modified
according to a weighting factor α, which is in turn based
on the ratio of 4T (i) of the two encountered nodes
regarding the destination rather than using a scaling con-
stant. Note that the weighting factor α determines how
large impact the transitivity should have on the utility
function. (2) It can quantify the uncertainty regarding
the position of the destination by only considering the
nodes that can effectively enhance the accuracy of the
utility function.

The transitivity property is based on the observation
that if node A frequently encounters node B and B
frequently encounters node D, then A has a good chance
to forward messages to D through B. Such a relation is
implemented in the proposed SAURP using the follow-
ing update strategy:

4T (i)

(A,D)new
= α4T (i)

(A,D)
+ (1− α)(4T (i)

(A,B)
+4T (i)

(B,D)
) (6)

where α is a weighting factor that must be less than 1
to be valid:

α =
4T (i)

(A,B) +4T
(i)

(B,D)

4T (i)

(A,D)

, 4T (i)

(A,D)
> 4T (i)

(A,B)
+4T (i)

(B,D)
(7)

α has a significant impact on the routing decision rule.
From a theoretical perspective, when a node is encoun-
tered that has more information for a destination, this
transitivity effect should successfully capture the amount
of uncertainty to be resolved regarding the position of
the destination.

To ensure that the transitivity effect can be successfully
captured in the transitivity update process, an update
should be initiated at node A regarding D only when
4T (i)

(A,D) > 4T
(i)
(B,D). Otherwise, the transitivity property

for node A is not useful since node A itself is a better
candidate for carrying the messages destined to node
D rather than forwarding them through B. This rule is
applied after nodes finish exchange messages.

3.4 The Forwarding Strategy Module (FSM)

The decision of message forwarding in SAURP is mainly
based on the utility function value of the encountered
node regarding the destination, and the number of
message copy tokens. If more than one message copy
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are currently carried, the weighted copy rule is applied;
otherwise the forwarding rule is applied.

3.4.1 Weighted Copy Rule
The source of a message initially starts with L copies. In
the event that any node A that has n > 1 message copy
tokens and encounters another node B with no copies
with 4T (i)

(B,D) < 4T
(i)
(A,D), node A hands over some of

the message copy tokens to node B and keeps the rest
for itself according to the following formula:

NB =

⌊
NA

(
4T (i)

(A,D)

4T (i)

(B,D)
+4T (i)

(A,D)
)

)⌋
(8)

where NA is the number of message tokens that node A
has, 4T (i)

(B,D) is the inter-encounter time between node

B and node D, and 4T (i)
(A,D) is the inter-encounter time

between nodes A and D. This formula guarantees that
the largest number of message copies is spread to relay
nodes that have better information about the destination
node. After L message copies have been disseminated
to and carried by the encountered custodian nodes,
each custodian node carrying the message performs
message forwarding according to the forwarding rule as
described in the next subsection. It may be noted here
that the idea of weighted copy rule was firstly examined
in [37] and our previous study [15], and has been proved
to achieve improved delivery delay.

3.4.2 The Forwarding Rule
• If the destination node is one hop away from an

encountered node, the custodian node hands over
the message to the encountered node and completes
the message delivery.

• If the inter-encounter time value of the encountered
node relative to that of the destination node is less
than that of the custodian node by a threshold value,
4Tth, a custodian node hands over the message to
the encountered node.

The complete mechanism of the forwarding strategy in
SAURP is summarized as shown in Algorithm 1.

4 ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SAURP
In this section a statistical analysis is conducted to eval-
uate the performance of SAURP. Without loss of general-
ity, Community-Based Mobility Model [6] is employed in
the analysis. The problem setup consists of an ad hoc net-
work with a number of nodes moving independently on
a 2-dimensional torus in a geographical region, and each
node belongs to a predetermined community. Each node
can transmit up to a distance K ≥ 0 meters away, and
each message forwarding (in one-hop) takes one time
unit. Euclidean distance is used to measure the proximity
between two nodes (or their positions) A and B. A
slotted collision avoidance MAC protocol with Clear-to-
Send (CTS) and Request-to-Send (RTS), is implemented
for contention resolution. A message is acknowledged

Algorithm 1 The forwarding strategy of SAURP
On contact between node A and B
Exchange summary vectors
for every message M at buffer of custodian node A do

if destination node D in transmission range of B
then

A forwards message copy to B
end if

else if 4T (i)
(A,D)> 4T

(i)
(B,D) do

if message tokens >1 then
apply weighted copy rule

end if
else if 4T (i)

(A,D) > 4T
(i)
(B,D) +4Tth then

A forwards message to B
end else if

end else if
end for

S Dp3

p2

p1

p4

Fig. 2. Paths of message copies to destination

if it is received successfully at the encountered node
by sending back a small acknowledgment packet to the
sender.

The performance measures in the analysis include the
average delivery probability and the message delivery
delay. The analysis is based on the following assump-
tions.
• Nodes mobility is independent and heterogeneous,

where nodes have frequent appearance in some
locations.

• Each node in the network maintains at least one for-
warding path to every other node. Fig. 2 illustrates
the paths that a message copy may take to reach the
destination.

• Each node belongs to a single community at a time
(representing some hot spots such as classrooms,
office buildings, coffee shops), and the residing time
on a community is proportional to its physical size.

• The inter-contact time 4T(A,B) between nodes
A and B follows an exponential distribution
with probability distribution function (PDF),
P4T(A,B)

(t) = β(A,B).e
−β(A,B)t, where t is the time

instance.
It has been shown that a number of popular user
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mobility models have such exponential tails (e.g., Ran-
dom Walk, Random Waypoint, Random Direction, and
Community-based Mobility [9], [26]). In practice, recent
studies based on traces collected from real-life mobility
examples argued that the inter-contact time and the
contact durations of these traces demonstrate exponen-
tial tails after a specific cutoff point [18]. Based on the
mobility model of the nodes, the distribution of the inter-
contact time can be predicted and calculated using time
widow updates shown in (4). Thus, parameter βAB is
calculated as βAB = 1

4T(A,B)
.

4.1 Delivery Probability

In order to calculate the expected message delivery ratio,
any path of message m between S and D is a k − hop
simple path, denoted as l, which is represented by a
set of nodes and links denoted as {S, h1 h2 ....hk−1, D},
and {e1, e2, ..., ek}, respectively. The cost on each edge,
denoted as {β1, β2, .., βk}, is the inter-contact rate (or
frequency) of each adjacent node pair along the path.
According to the forwarding policy of SAURP, the values
of inter-contact rate should satisfy {β1 < β2 < .. < βk}.
The path cost, PRl(t), is the probability that a message
m is successfully forwarded from S to D along path l
within time t, which represents a cumulative distribution
function (CDF). The probability density function of a
path l with k − hop for one message copy can be
calculated as convolution of k probability distributions
[27] which is calculated as:

Prl(t) = p1(t)⊗ p2(t)⊗ ...pk(t) (9)

Theorem 1. Let the probability distribution function
(PDF) for the message delivery along a one-hop path i be
denoted as pi(t) = βie

−βit. Thus, the PDF for a k − hop
simple path l with an edge cost {β1, β2, ...,βk} can be
expressed as

Prl(t) =

kl∑
i=1

C
(kl)
i pi(t) (10)

where the coefficients are given as follows:

C
(kl)
i =

kl∏
j=1,i6=j

βj
βj − βi

(11)

The proof is provided in Appendix.
The probability of message delivery on forwarding

path l between any source S, and destination D, within
expiration time T is expressed as:

Fl(T ) = PRl(Tdl < T ) =
´ T
0
Prl(t)dt

=
∑kl
i=1 C

kl
i

´ T
0
Pi(t)dt

PRl(Tdl < T ) =

kl∑
i=1

C
(kl)
i .(1− e−βiT ) (12)

If there are L− 1 copies (excluding the message at the
source) of message m traversing through L− 1 indepen-
dent paths in the network, the maximum probability of
message delivery can be written as

PRmax(Td < T ) = max{PRSD, PR1, PR2, .., PRL−1} (13)

where PRSD and PRl are random variables represent-
ing the delivery probability in case of direct message
delivery between S and D, and through one of L − 1
paths, respectively. The expected delivery probability of
message m with L− 1 copies traversing on L− 1 paths
is calculated as:

PR(Td < T ) = 1− PRSD (TSD > T )

L−1∏
l=1

(1− PRl(Tdl < T ))

(14)

PR(Td < T ) = 1− e−βSDT
L−1∏
l=1

(
kl∑
i=1

C
(kl)
i

(
e−βiT

))
(15)

By assuming X totally generated messages in the
network, the average of the delivery probability in the
network is calculated as

PR =
1

X

X∑
m=1

PRm (16)

4.2 Delivery Delay
Theorem 2. The expected total time required to deliver
a message from S to D along an individual path l can
be calculated as

E[Dl] =
´∞
0
PRl(Tdl > t) =

∑kl
i=1 C

(kl)
i .
´∞
0
e−βitdt

E[Dl] =

kl∑
i=1

C
(kl)
i .

1

βi
(17)

Let message m have L − 1 copies (excluding the
message at the source) traversing on L− 1 independent
paths. The minimum delivery delay can be written as:

DSD = min{TSD, Td1, Td2, ..TdL−1} (18)

where TSD and Tdl are a random variables represent-
ing the delivery delay through direct path between S
and D and through one of L− 1 paths, respectively. The
expected delay of message m, E[DSD], can be calculated
as

E[DSD] =
´∞
0
P (Td > t) =´∞

0
e−βSDt

∏L−1
l=1

(∑kl
i=1 C

(kl)
i .e−βit

)
dt

= 1
βSD

´∞
0
βSDe

−βSDt
∏L−1
l=1

(∑kl
i=1 C

(kl)
i .e−βit

)
dt =
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1

βSD
E

{
L−1∏
l=1

(
kl∑
i=1

C
(kl)
i .e−βiTSD

)}
, TSD <∞ (19)

The above relation gives an upper bound on the
delivery delay since it is conditioned to TSD, TSD < ∞
and can be taken as point of reference.

The average delivery delay of message m can be
calculated intuitively as:

E
[
ED(S,D)

]
=

[
1

L

(
TSD +

L−1∑
l=1

Tdl

)]
.

1

PR(Td < T )
(20)

TSD is included in (19) only if TSD <∞.
By assuming X totally generated messages in the net-

work, the average delivery delay can thus be calculated
as

DR =
1

X

X∑
m=1

Dm (21)

4.3 Validation of Analytical Model
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the mathematical
expressions in this analysis, SAURP is examined under
two network status scenarios. In the first scenario, the
network is operating under no congestion, i.e., all the
nodes have infinite buffer space, and the bandwidth is
much larger than the amount of data to be exchanged
between any two encountered nodes. In the second
scenario, the network is operating under limited re-
sources, i.e., the forwarding opportunities can be lost
due to high traffic, limited bandwidth, limited buffer
space, or contention (i.e., more than one node within
the transmission range are trying to access the wireless
channel at the same time). For both scenarios, 50 nodes
move according to community-based mobility model
[6] in a 300x300 network area. The transmission range
is set to 30 to enable moderate network connectivity
with respect to the considered network size. The traffic
load is varied from a low traffic load (i.e., 20 messages
generated per node in 40,000 time units) to high traffic
load (i.e., 80 messages generated per node in 40,000 time
units). A source node randomly chosen a destination and
generates messages to it during the simulation time. In
this analysis the message copies are set to 5 (i.e., forming
a maximum of 5 paths).

Examining SAURP under the two scenarios is very
important; in case of no congestion, the best path that
is taken by a message is mainly based on the inter-
encounter time, while under congestion, the message
will be buffered for longer period of time and enforced
to take longer path to go around the congested area
resulting in more dropping rate and longer delivery
delay.

To enable accurate analysis, the simulation program
is run for a period of time ( warm up period of 10,000
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Fig. 3. The theoretical and simulation results of delivery
ratio.

time units) such that each node can build and maintain
the best forwarding paths with every other node in the
network. These forwarding paths are mainly based on
the congestion degree (traffic loads values) considered in
the analysis. The forwarding path is cached by following
the trajectories of the generated messages during the
warm up stage between every source destination pair in
the network. These messages are forwarded from node
to node according to SAURP routing mechanism.

In this analysis, we simplified the calculation by lim-
iting our study to only the best two of forwarding paths
among all other paths and compare the simulation and
theoretical results of delivery ratio and delivery delay.
In most cases, a message takes the best forwarding path
that based on the inter-encounters history if the network
is not congested and the buffers operate under their
capacity limit.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 compare the theoretical and simula-
tion results in terms of delivery ratio and delivery delay
of the considered scenarios.

As seen from the figures, when the network resources
are enough to handle all the traffic loads (Scenario 1),
there is no dramatic change in the obtained delivery ratio
and delivery delay for all traffic loads. That is because
messages follow the best forwarding paths that lead to
best performance. The simulation and analytical plots for
SAURP present close match and validates the generality
of the analytical expressions. Additionally, it is evident
that (16) and (20) are tight for all degrees of traffic loads.
When the network resources are limited (i.e, scenario 2),
the contention and the overhead of MAC layer increase,
resulting in longer forwarding paths, higher drop rate,
and longer delivery delay. The simulation and analytical
plots are still providing close match with small diverge
in case of high traffic loads.

Although the contention does affect the accuracy of
our theoretical expressions, the error introduced for
SAURP is not large (20%), even for large traffic loads.
Therefore, we believe the analytical expression is useful
in assessing the performance in more realistic scenarios
with contention. As an evident by these plots, the actual
delay obtained by SAURP becomes increasingly worse
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Fig. 4. The theoretical and simulation results of delivery
delay.

than what the theory predicts. This demonstrates the
need to add an appropriate contention model when it
comes to modeling flooding-based schemes. A first effort
in that direction can be found in [28].

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the SAURP, a DTN simulator similar to that
in [30] is implemented. The simulations are based on two
mobility scenarios; a synthetic one based on community
based mobility model (CBMM) [6], and a real-world
encounter traces collected as part of the Infocome 2006
experiment, described in [42].

The problem setup consists of an ad hoc network with
a number of nodes moving independently in a geograph-
ical region, and each node belongs to a predetermined
community. Each node can transmit up to a distance
K ≥ 0 meters away, and each message transmission
takes one time unit. A slotted collision avoidance MAC
protocol with Clear-to-Send (CTS) and Request-to-Send
(RTS), is implemented for contention resolution. A mes-
sage is acknowledged if it is received successfully at the
encountered node by sending back a small acknowledg-
ment packet to the sender. The performance of SAURP
is examined under different network scenarios and is
compared with some previously reported schemes listed
below.

• PROPHET [3]
• Spray and Focus (S&F) [6]
• Most mobile first (MMF)[25]
• Delegation forwarding (DF) [14]
• Self-Adaptive utility-based routing protocol

(SAURP)
• Self-Adaptive routing protocol (SARP) [15]

The performance comparison under the considered mo-
bility scenarios is in terms of average delivery delay,
delivery ratio, and the total number of transmissions
performed for all delivered messages.

5.2 CBMM Scenario
5.2.1 Evaluation Scenarios
In the simulation, 110 nodes move according to the
community-based mobility model [6] in a 600 x 600
meter network in a given geographical region. The simu-
lation duration is 40,000 time. The message inter-arrival
time is uniformly distributed in such a way that the
traffic can be varied from low (10 messages per node
in 40,000 time units) to high (70 messages per node
in 40,000 time units). The message time to live (TTL)
is set to 9,000 time units. Each source node selects a
random destination node, begins generating messages
to it during simulation time.

We analyze the performance implication of the follow-
ing. First, the performance of the protocols is evaluated
with respect to the impact of the number of message
copies. Second, with respect to the low transmission
range and varying buffer capacity under high traffic
load. Third, with respect to the moderate-level of connec-
tivity and varying traffic load. Fourth, the performance
of the protocols is examined in terms of the bandwidth.
Finally, the performance of the protocols is examined in
terms of the level of connectivity changes.

Impact due to Number of Message Copies
We firstly look into impact of the number of message
copies toward the performance of each protocol. The
transmission range K of each node is set to 30 meters,
leading to a relatively sparse network. In order to re-
duce the effect of contention on any shared channel,
the traffic load and buffer capacity is set to medium
(i.e., 40 generated messages per node ) and high (i.e.
1,000 messages per node), respectively. The number of
message copies is then increased from 1 to 20 in order
to examine their impact on the effectiveness of each pro-
tocol. The proposed SAURP is compared with the S&F
and MMF schemes, since each scheme has a predefined
L to achieve the best data delivery. Note that the value of
L depends on the application requirements, the mobility
model considered, and the design of the protocol.

Fig. 5 shows the results on message delivery delay,
delivery ratio, and number of transmissions under dif-
ferent numbers of copies of each generated message. As
can be seen, the L value has a significant impact on the
performance of each scheme. It is observed that best
performance can be achieved under each scheme with
a specific value L.

In the next scenarios, the number of message copies
is fixed at 15 for the S&F scheme, 10 for the SARP and
SAURP, and 18 for the MMF. These L values can serve as
a useful rule of thumb for producing good performance.

The Effect of Buffer Size
In this scenario the performance of SAURP regarding
different buffer sizes is examined under a low transmis-
sion range (i.e., K = 30) and a high traffic load (i.e., 50
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Fig. 5. Impact of the number of message copies
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Fig. 6. The effect of buffer size
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Fig. 7. The effect of traffic load under high buffer capacity
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Fig. 8. The effect of traffic load under low buffer capacity

messages generated per node). Due to the high traffic
volumes, we expect to see a significant impact upon the
message forwarding decisions due to the degradation of
utility function values caused by buffer overflow. Note
that when the buffer of the encountered node is full,
some messages cannot be delivered even though the en-
countered node metric is better than the custodian node.
This situation results in extra queuing delay, especially in
the case that flooding-based schemes are in place. Fig. 6
shows the experiment results where the buffer space was
varied from 5 (very limited capacity) to 200 (relatively
high capacity) messages to reflect the performance of the
protocols under the considered traffic load. As shown in
Fig. 6, when the buffer size is small (50 messages or less)

the performance of the protocols is very sensitive to the
change of buffer capacity.

It is observed that the SAURP scheme produced the
best performance in all scenarios, since it takes the
situation that a node may have a full buffer into consid-
eration by degrading the corresponding utility metric,
it produced the best performance. In specific, SAURP
yielded a shorter delivery delay than that of PROPHET
by 230%, S&F by 50%, and SARP by 22%. SAURP
can achieve a higher delivery ratio than DF by 73%,
PROPHET by 79%, S&F by 66%, and SARP by 17%.
Although SUARP produced more transmissions than
MMF and DF, it yielded a smaller delivery delay than
that of MMF by 82%, and DF by 66%. As the buffer
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size increased, the performance of all protocols improved
especially for MMF and SARP. When the buffer size is
larger than the traffic demand, the SARP scheme has
yielded a competitive performance due to the relaxation
of buffer capacity limitation. SAURP still yielded the best
performance with a smaller number of transmissions
than S&F by 33%.

The Effect of Traffic Load
The main goal of this scenario is to observe the perfor-
mance impact and how SAURP reacts under different
degrees of wireless channel contention. The network
connectivity is kept high (i.e., the transmission range
is set to as high as 70 meters) under different traffic
loads, while channel bandwidth is set relatively quite
small (i.e., one message transfer per unit of time) in
order to create congested environment. We have two
scenarios for nodal buffer capacity: 1) unlimited capacity;
and 2) low capacity (15 messages). Fig. 7 shows the
performance of all the routing algorithms in terms of the
average delivery delay, delivery ratio, and total number
of transmissions.

It is observed that PROPHET produced the largest
delivery delay and requires a higher number of trans-
missions compared to all the other schemes, thus it is not
included in figure 7(c). PROPHET produced an order of
magnitude more transmissions than that by SAURP.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c), when the traffic
load is increased, the available bandwidth is decreased
accordingly, which causes performance reduction. When
the traffic load is moderate (i.e., less that 50 messages), it
is clear that the delivery delay is short in all the schemes,
while SAURP outperforms all other protocols and MMF
is the second best. This is because in MMF, the effect
of buffer size is relaxed, which makes nodes buffer an
unlimited number of messages while roaming among
communities. SAURP can produce delay shorter than
that of PROPHET, MMF, DF, S&F, and SARP by 350%,
52%, 400%, 250%, and 57%, respectively. Regarding the
delivery ratio, SAURP, MMF, S&F, and SARP can achieve
excellent performance of 98%, while the PROPHET rout-
ing degrades below 60% for high traffic loads. DF can
achieve delivery ratio above 92%.

As expected, the performance of all the schemes de-
grades as wireless channel contention is getting higher,
especially when the traffic load exceeds 50 messages
per node during the simulation period. We observed
that SAURP can achieve significantly better performance
compared to all the other schemes, due to the considera-
tion of busy links in its message forwarding mechanism,
where the corresponding routing-metric is reduced ac-
cordingly. This results in the ability of rerouting the con-
tended messages through the areas of low congestion.
However, such a rerouting mechanism makes messages
take possibly long routes and results in more transmis-
sions than that of MMF and DF. In summary, the delivery
delay obtained by the SAURP in this scenario is shorter
than that of PROPHET by 330%, MMF by 66%, S&F

by 88%, DF by 233%, and SARP by 30% respectively.
Regarding delivery ratio, SAURP can achieve as high as
93%, compared with 90 % by SARP, 87% by MMF, 77%
by DF, and 88% by S&F. Even though DF produced the
lowest number of transmissions, it is at the expense of
the worst delivery delay.

As the buffer capacity is low (e.g., 15 messages) and
the traffic load is high, the available bandwidth de-
creases and the buffer occupancy increases accordingly,
which makes the performance of all protocols degraded,
especially for the PROPHET and MMF. It is observed
that PROPHET produced the largest delivery delay. It is
notable that SAURP outperforms all the multiple-copy
routing protocols in terms of delivery delay and delivery
ratio under all possible traffic loads. When the traffic
load is high, SAURP yielded shorter delivery delay than
that of SARP by 28%, MMF by 53%, SF by 41%, DF
by 47%, and PROPHET by 233%. Although SAURP
requires more transmissions compared to the MMF and
DF, the number is still smaller than that produced by
S&F. SAURP can achieve delivery ratio above 76% for
high traffic loads, while the SARP, PROPHET , DF,
S&F, and MMF degrades by 66%, 47%, 51%, 62%, and
55%, respectively. Fig. 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c) shows the
performance of all techniques under this scenario.

The Effect of Channel Bandwidth and Traffic Load
To examine the effect of channel bandwidth, the network
connectivity is set to moderate (under moderate trans-
mission range by setting K = 50), and the link capacity
is set five times higher than that used in the previous
scenarios in order to avoid bottlenecks in the traffic
loads. Fig. 9 shows the performance of all the routing
protocols in terms of the average delivery delay, delivery
ratio, and total number of transmissions.

As the link bandwidth increased, it can be seen from
Fig. 9 that the performance of all routing schemes has
improved with respect to delivery delay and delivery
ratio, because the buffer capacity is unlimited and the
contention on the bandwidth is relaxed. SARP achieved
the best performance, while SAURP achieves the second
best compared to the other schemes. It outperforms
MMF scheme, since MMF is coupled by the number
of message copies. Compared to PROPHET, DF, and
S&F, SAURP has a shorter delay by 450%, 390%, and
83%, respectively. Meanwhile, SAURP needed much less
transmissions compared to that by S&F. Even though
DF produced the lowest number of transmissions, it
has the worst performance in terms of delivery delay
and delivery ratio. All protocols achieved a delivery
ratio above 90%. Compared to other protocols, SAURP
maintains the second highest delivery ratio after SARP:
above 96%.

The above results show that channel bandwidth has
significant impact on the performance of the protocols.
If the available bandwidth is much higher than the
total traffic load, flooding based schemes [11] can yield
delivery delay as SAURP at the expense of taking far
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Fig. 9. The effect of traffic load under high link bandwidth

more transmissions. On the other hand, if the channel
bandwidth is limited, SAURP and the spraying schemes
outperform the flooding-based schemes because of the
contention caused by limited bandwidth.

The Effect of Connectivity
This scenario studies the performance impact due to
network topology connectivity. In the scenario, the level
of connectivity is increased from very sparse to highly
connected by varying the value of K while observing
the resultant impact on the performance . We are partic-
ularly interested to investigate the SAURP mechanism
in response to heavy traffic loads which result in high
contention on the wireless channel. The buffer capacity
is kept low (15 messages), and the traffic load is con-
siderably high (60 messages per node). Fig. 10 shows
the average delay, delivery ratio, and the number of
transmissions as a function of transmission range.

SAURP outperforms all the schemes in terms of deliv-
ery delay while taking noticeably fewer transmissions
than that by S & F and and SARP schemes under
all connectivity considered in the simulation. When
the network is sparsely connected, SAURP can achieve
shorter delivery delay than all other schemes, that is
because the performance of other schemes is affected
by the uncertainty of buffer occupancy status. On the
other hand, when the network is moderate-connected,
SARP can achieve commutative-level of delivery delay
compared to SAURP with more transmissions. As the
network becomes almost connected and the traffic load
is high, the uncertainty of both buffer occupancy status
and the availability of bandwidth affect the performance
of the other techniques. As a result, SAURP outperforms
all other schemes in terms of delivery delay and delivery
ratio.

5.3 Real Trace Scenario
In order to evaluate SAURP in realistic environment,
the performance of the scheme is examined using real
encounter traces. These data sets comprise of contact
traces between short-range Bluetooth enabled devices
carried by individuals in Infocome 2006 conference en-
vironment. More details about the devices and the data
sets, including synchronization issues can be found in
[42]. In order to observe the performance impact and
how SAURP reacts under congested environment, we

set the bandwidth, buffer capacity, and the distribution
of the contact time such that congested environment is
formed. The channel bandwidth is set relatively quite
small (i.e., one message transfer per unit of time), and
the buffer size is set to 10, under different levels of traffic
demand.

Fig. 11 shows the performance of all the routing algo-
rithms in terms of the average delivery delay, delivery
ratio, and total number of transmissions.

As the buffer capacity is low and the traffic load is
high, the available bandwidth decreases and the buffer
occupancy increases accordingly, which makes the per-
formance of all protocols degraded, especially for the
PROPHET and MMF. It is observed that PROPHET pro-
duced the largest delivery delay. It is subject to at least
2.1 times of longer delivery delay than that by SARP.
It is notable that SAURP outperforms all the multiple-
copy routing protocols in terms of delivery delay and
delivery ratio under all possible traffic loads. When the
traffic load is high, SAURP yielded shorter delivery
delay than that of MMF by 52%, SF by 30%, and DF
by 40%. Although SAURP requires more transmissions
compared to the MMF and DF, the number is still smaller
than that produced by S&F. SAURP can achieve delivery
ratio above 76% for high traffic loads, while the SARP,
POPHET, DF, S&F, and MMF degrades by 67%, 38%,
53%, 60%, and 50%, respectively.

6 CONCLUSION

The paper introduced a novel multi-copy routing
scheme, called SAURP, for intermittently connected mo-
bile networks that are possibly formed by densely dis-
tributed and hand-held devices such as smart phones
and personal digital assistants. SAURP aims to explore
the possibility of taking mobile nodes as message carriers
in order for end-to-end delivery of the messages. The
best carrier for a message is determined by the prediction
result using a novel contact model, where the network
status, including wireless link condition and nodal buffer
availability, are jointly considered. We provided an ana-
lytical model for SAURP, whose correctness was further
verified via simulation. We further compared SAURP
with a number of counterparts via extensive simulations.
It was shown that SAURP can achieve shorter delivery
delays than all the existing spraying and flooding based
schemes when the network experiences considerable
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Fig. 10. The effect of connectivity
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Fig. 11. The effect of traffic load under trace based scenario

contention on wireless links and/or buffer space. The
study provides a significance that when nodal contact
does not solely serve as the major performance factor, the
DTN routing performance can be significantly improved
by further considering other resource limitations in the
utility function and message weighting/forwarding pro-
cess.

APPENDIX

Proof of (10):
First we compute the convolution needed in the proof.

e−ax ⊗ e−bx =
´ x
0
e−a(x−u)e−budu = e−ax e

(a−b)x−1
a−b

= e−bx−e−ax
a−b

for two hop (k = 2)

P1+2 = P1 ⊗ P2 = β1β2
´ x
0
e−(β1−β2)te−β2xdt

= β1β2
β2−β1

(
e−(β1x−β2x)

)
= β1β2

[
e−β1x

β2−β1
+ e−β2x

β1−β2

]
= −C(2)

1 P1(x)− C(2)
2 P2(x)

For k ≥ 3, by inductive we can get

Pk−1 =
∑kl−1
i=1 Ckl−1i .Pi(x)

Pk = P1+2+...k−1 ⊗ Pk =[∏k−1
i=1 βi

]∑kl−1
j=1

eβjx∏k−1

i=1
(βk−βj)

⊗ Pk

=
∑kl−1
i=1 Ckl−1i

(
βk

βk−βiPi(x) +
βi

βi−βkPk(x)
)

If we consider Ckli = Ckl−1i . βi
βi−βk , we get

Pk =
∑kl−1
i=1 Ckli .Pi(x) +

∑kl−1
i=1 Ckl−1i . βi

βi−βkPk(x)

For the second term, we have∑kl−1
i=1 Ckl−1i

βi
βi−βk =

∑kl−1
i=1

βi
βi−βk

.
(∏k−1

j=1, j 6=i
βj

βj−βi

)
=
∏k−1
j=1 βj .

∑kl−1
i=1

∏k−1
j=1, j 6=i

1
βj−βi

=
∏k−1
j=1

βj
βj−βk = Cklk

Therefore, we have

fk(x) = Pk =
∑kl−1
i=1 Ckli Pi(x) + Cklk Pk(x)

=
∑kl
i=1 C

kl
i Pi(x)

CDF:
Fk(x) = P (Td < T ) =

´ T
0
fk(x)dx =∑kl

i=1 C
kl
i

´ T
0
Pi(x)dx =

∑kl
i=1 C

kl
i .(1− e−βiT )

CCDF:

= P (Td > T ) =
´∞
T
fk(x)dx =

∑kl
i=1 C

kl
i .e
−βiT
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